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Constructed between the 12th and 14th centuries, Notre-Dame de Paris has centuries of French history built into
its stone. The Gothic cathedral reflects the prominent role of Paris as an economic ...Interesting facts about
Notre Dame Cathedral. The rose windows have a diameter of 10 meters (32 feet). The cathedrals pillars have a
diameter of 5 meters (16 feet). The cathedral was built between 1163 and 1345. Notre Dame Cathedral is
located in Paris, France on the Ile de la Cite, the very heart of the city.Notre-Dame cathedral: 10 historical facts.
A devastating fire has partially destroyed the 850-year-old Notre-Dame cathedral in Paris, obliterating its roof
and causing its spire to collapse. A masterpiece of Gothic medieval architecture and one of the most famous
historical landmarks in Paris, over the course of its history Notre-Dame has ...The cathedral was already
deteriorating when Victor Hugo’s novel The Hunchback of Notre-Dame came out in 1831, and yet the author
even then was the one to perhaps best sum up the importance of ...Notre Dame Cathedral History One of the
most notable monuments in Paris (and in all of Europe for that matter) is the Notre Dame Cathedral. This
Catholic treasure is over 800 years old.Notre-Dame: Facts About the Cathedral in Paris. Notre-Dame Cathedral
is also the home of one of the world’s largest organs, and several huge church bells. The bell in the south tower
is named Emmanuel and weighs 13 tons. One of the most revered of religious artifacts, the Crown of Thorns, is
kept in the cathedral. Ceremonies venerating the relic take place during Easter and throughout the year.Facts
About The Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris. 1) Notre Dame is 130 meters long, 48 meters wide, 35 meters high.
The rose windows have a diameter of 10 meters. The cathedrals pillars have a diameter of 5 meters.Interesting
Facts on the Notre Dame Cathedral in France. The Notre Dame Cathedral Paris or Notre Dame de Paris (‘Our
Lady of Paris’ in French) is a Gothic cathedral on the eastern 1 / 2 of the Île de la Cite in the fourth
arrondissement of Paris, France, using its main entrance to the west. France, using its main entrance to...Figures
and Facts about Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris There are around 13 million people who visit the Notre Dame de
Paris Cathedral every year, which means this is an average of 30,000 people every day, growing to around
50,000 pilgrims and visitors who enter the cathedral on peak days.Notre-Dame de Paris (/ ? n ? t r ? ? d ?? m, ?
n o? t r ? ? d e? m, ? n o? t r ? ? d ?? m /; French: [n?t?? dam d? pa?i] (); meaning "Our Lady of Paris"), often
referred to simply as Notre-Dame, is a medieval Catholic cathedral on the Île de la Cité in the 4th
arrondissement of Paris, France.The cathedral is consecrated to the Virgin Mary and considered to be one of the
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